
Avatars and audio provide exceptional clarity and quality to 

virtual and Co spaces.

Users can join Co Spaces from any device, boosting retention.

Simulations allow users to learn at their own pace.

Simpler user management and single sign-on make remote 

space a seamless component of the learning experience.

Join The 
Metaverse
Cloud XR classroom collaboration solutions. New 

and exciting high tech learning environments 

created using innovative XR technology,

Securely import and view all your files in AR. Visualise 

and manipulate even data intensive 3D content.

User management dashboards 

for tracking usage, attendance, 

attention, in-meeting data, 

and more.

Fully manipulate your designs and assemblies. Place, 

rotate, adjust, resize, slice and dice. Save your work.

Place your designs in the real world. Manipulate projected 

assemblies directly at their envisaged destination.

Collaborate with your colleagues, partners or customers 

in AR. Set up local and global meetings.

High Quality 3D 
Content In AR

Track Student 
Engagement

Work On Complex 
Holograms

Merge The Real 
and Virtual

Share The 
Experience

Enables FERPA/HIPAA 

compliance and provides 

256-bit AES encryption.

Security And 
Compliance

Moodle, Canvas, 

Desire2Learn, Sakai, and 

Blackboard learning 

management systems.

Integrate 
Seamlessly With 
Your LMS

Ensure that everyone can 

participate equitably with 

closed captioning and 

keyboard shortcuts.

Accessibility For 
All Learners



Add and manage users. Organize users 

into groups and distribute curriculum 

accordingly.

User 
Permissions

Add, edit, and update educational 

content for multiple apps from a single 

location.

Content 
Management

Remote 
Rendering 

Hololens 2 Smart  
Cities

Oculus 2 Product 
Simulation

Desktop

Publish 3D educational content and 

distribute everywhere around the globe 

from a branded app store experience.

Distribution 
Management

3D educational content libraries are 

valuable assets and are protected 

accordingly.

Redundant 
Storage

You can save your work in a 3D virtual 

space and load several interactive 3D 

models at once.

Co-Space 
Scheduling

Create a more inclusive classroom for both 

students and parents with live captioning 

and over 100 cross-language understanding

Speech Translation

metascoolzz.io

New and exciting high tech learning environments 

created using innovative XR technology

Product 
Simulation

Scoolzz XR Classroom to Service

Join The 
Metaverse


